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MP3: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000
MP3, standing for MPEG-1, Layer 3, is a codec for compressing the size of audio files for digital distribution. Much more than a definition, MP3 is nothing less than a cultural and economic revolution on the Internet. Every day, hundreds of thousands of MP3 music files are searched for, shared, recorded and listened to by  computer and Internet...
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Multimedia Systems: Algorithms, Standards, and Industry PracticesCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Multimedia is now a broad “umbrella” that innovatively combines different fields of
	research and industry to produce practical solutions that are used on a wide scale
	today. Some of these fields are signal processing, imaging and color science, video and
	audio analysis, 2D/3D graphics, information theory, compression,...
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MPEG-7 Audio and Beyond: Audio Content Indexing and RetrievalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Advances in technology, such as MP3 players, the Internet and DVDs, have led to the production, storage and distribution of a wealth of audio signals, including speech, music and more general sound signals and their combinations. MPEG-7 audio tools were created to enable the navigation of this data, by providing an established framework for...
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QuickTime for the Web: For Windows and Macintosh, Third Edition (QuickTime Developer Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
QuickTime is the industry standard for developing and distributing multimedia content on the Web and CD-ROM, for both Windows and Macintosh computers. Its powerful, extensible software architecture lets you deliver state-of-the-art digital content over the Web or on CD-ROM.

This third edition of the best-selling and award-winning...
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H.264 and MPEG-4 Video Compression: Video Coding for Next Generation MultimediaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Following on from the successful MPEG-2 standard, MPEG-4 Visual is enabling a new wave of multimedia applications from Internet video streaming to mobile video conferencing. The new H.264 ‘Advanced Video Coding’ standard promises impressive compression performance and is gaining support from developers and manufacturers. The first...
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Intelligent Network Video: Understanding Modern Video Surveillance SystemsCRC Press, 2008
This is the first resource to provide detailed coverage of advanced digital networking and intelligent video capabilities and optimization. It addresses general concepts, explains why IP-based systems provide better image quality and more scalable and flexible systems at a lower cost, and provides current information on cameras and DVRs. It also...
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DVD Studio Pro 4McGraw-Hill, 2006
A private DVD authoring tutorial, from one of the world's top trainers
Bruce Nazarian, "the DVD Guy," travels the world, teaching both home users and media professionals how to make world-class DVDs, using Macintosh computers with DVD Studio Pro and the Superdrive. But now you don't have to wait for one of his...
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Location and Personalisation: Delivering Online and Mobility Services (BT Communications Technology)Institution Electrical Engineers, 2003
The world is charging towards the new network technologies of broadband and 3G and new application technologies face the challenge of where they can be used. This book takes a pragmatic look at two particular application technologies - location and personalisation - and presents an understanding of the technical and business impact of these...
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Video Over IP, Second Edition: IPTV, Internet Video, H.264, P2P, Web TV, and Streaming: A Complete Guide to Understanding the TechnologyFocal Press, 2008
"I find this book among the better ones, for its systematic approach and clarity of the text...The "Video over IP" book is highly recommended for all practising broadcast engineers."- EBU Techincal Review 

?...here is a guide that gives you everything you need to know to find the best solution for your application.? ?...
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Anatomy of a Robot (TAB Robotics)McGraw-Hill, 2003
This work looks under the hood of all robotic projects, stimulating teachers, students, and hobbyists to learn more about the gamut of areas associated with control systems and robotics. It offers a unique presentation in providing both theory and philosophy in a technical yet entertaining way.     

       UNDER THE HOOD OF A...
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Mobile TV: DVB-H, DMB, 3G Systems and Rich Media ApplicationsFocal Press, 2007
Exclusively dedicated to Mobile TV, this book provides a detailed insight to mobile multimedia characterized efficient compression techniques, protocols formalized by 3GPP or 3GPP2, capabilities of broadcast, and mobile networks for delivering multimedia content. Network requirements such as spectrum; chipsets, software and handsets which enable...
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MPEG-4 Facial Animation: The Standard, Implementation and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
One of the more revolutionary parts of the MPEG-4 International Standard is the Face and Body Animation, or FBA: the specification for efficient coding of shape and animation of human faces and bodies. This specification is a result of collaboration of experts with different backgrounds ranging from image coding and compression to video analysis,...
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